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Preface

1. Document Conventions
This manual uses several conventions to highlight certain words and phrases and draw attention to
specific pieces of information.

In PDF and paper editions, this manual uses typefaces drawn from the Liberation Fonts1 set. The
Liberation Fonts set is also used in HTML editions if the set is installed on your system. If not,
alternative but equivalent typefaces are displayed. Note: Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 and later includes
the Liberation Fonts set by default.

1.1. Typographic Conventions
Four typographic conventions are used to call attention to specific words and phrases. These
conventions, and the circumstances they apply to, are as follows.

Mono-spaced Bold

Used to highlight system input, including shell commands, file names and paths. Also used to highlight
keycaps and key combinations. For example:

To see the contents of the file my_next_bestselling_novel in your current
working directory, enter the cat my_next_bestselling_novel command at the
shell prompt and press Enter to execute the command.

The above includes a file name, a shell command and a keycap, all presented in mono-spaced bold
and all distinguishable thanks to context.

Key combinations can be distinguished from keycaps by the hyphen connecting each part of a key
combination. For example:

Press Enter to execute the command.

Press Ctrl+Alt+F2 to switch to the first virtual terminal. Press Ctrl+Alt+F1 to
return to your X-Windows session.

The first paragraph highlights the particular keycap to press. The second highlights two key
combinations (each a set of three keycaps with each set pressed simultaneously).

If source code is discussed, class names, methods, functions, variable names and returned values
mentioned within a paragraph will be presented as above, in mono-spaced bold. For example:

File-related classes include filesystem for file systems, file for files, and dir for
directories. Each class has its own associated set of permissions.

Proportional Bold

This denotes words or phrases encountered on a system, including application names; dialog box text;
labeled buttons; check-box and radio button labels; menu titles and sub-menu titles. For example:

Choose System → Preferences → Mouse from the main menu bar to launch Mouse
Preferences. In the Buttons tab, click the Left-handed mouse check box and click

1 https://fedorahosted.org/liberation-fonts/

https://fedorahosted.org/liberation-fonts/
https://fedorahosted.org/liberation-fonts/
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Close to switch the primary mouse button from the left to the right (making the mouse
suitable for use in the left hand).

To insert a special character into a gedit file, choose Applications → Accessories
→ Character Map from the main menu bar. Next, choose Search → Find… from
the Character Map menu bar, type the name of the character in the Search field
and click Next. The character you sought will be highlighted in the Character Table.
Double-click this highlighted character to place it in the Text to copy field and then

click the Copy button. Now switch back to your document and choose Edit → Paste
from the gedit menu bar.

The above text includes application names; system-wide menu names and items; application-specific
menu names; and buttons and text found within a GUI interface, all presented in proportional bold and
all distinguishable by context.

Mono-spaced Bold Italic or Proportional Bold Italic

Whether mono-spaced bold or proportional bold, the addition of italics indicates replaceable or
variable text. Italics denotes text you do not input literally or displayed text that changes depending on
circumstance. For example:

To connect to a remote machine using ssh, type ssh username@domain.name at
a shell prompt. If the remote machine is example.com and your username on that
machine is john, type ssh john@example.com.

The mount -o remount file-system command remounts the named file
system. For example, to remount the /home file system, the command is mount -o
remount /home.

To see the version of a currently installed package, use the rpm -q package
command. It will return a result as follows: package-version-release.

Note the words in bold italics above — username, domain.name, file-system, package, version and
release. Each word is a placeholder, either for text you enter when issuing a command or for text
displayed by the system.

Aside from standard usage for presenting the title of a work, italics denotes the first use of a new and
important term. For example:

Publican is a DocBook publishing system.

1.2. Pull-quote Conventions
Terminal output and source code listings are set off visually from the surrounding text.

Output sent to a terminal is set in mono-spaced roman and presented thus:

books        Desktop   documentation  drafts  mss    photos   stuff  svn
books_tests  Desktop1  downloads      images  notes  scripts  svgs

Source-code listings are also set in mono-spaced roman but add syntax highlighting as follows:

package org.jboss.book.jca.ex1;

import javax.naming.InitialContext;

public class ExClient
{
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   public static void main(String args[]) 
       throws Exception
   {
      InitialContext iniCtx = new InitialContext();
      Object         ref    = iniCtx.lookup("EchoBean");
      EchoHome       home   = (EchoHome) ref;
      Echo           echo   = home.create();

      System.out.println("Created Echo");

      System.out.println("Echo.echo('Hello') = " + echo.echo("Hello"));
   }
}

1.3. Notes and Warnings
Finally, we use three visual styles to draw attention to information that might otherwise be overlooked.

Note

Notes are tips, shortcuts or alternative approaches to the task at hand. Ignoring a note should
have no negative consequences, but you might miss out on a trick that makes your life easier.

Important

Important boxes detail things that are easily missed: configuration changes that only apply to
the current session, or services that need restarting before an update will apply. Ignoring a box
labeled 'Important' will not cause data loss but may cause irritation and frustration.

Warning

Warnings should not be ignored. Ignoring warnings will most likely cause data loss.

!

2. We Need Feedback!

If you find any errors, possible misbaviour or have ideas how to improve eurephia, please submit a
bug report. Also if you find a typographical error in this manual, or if you have thought of a way to
make this manual better, we would love to hear from you!

• For reporting bugs: http://sourceforge.net/tracker/?group_id=236344&atid=1099760

• To suggest new features: http://sourceforge.net/tracker/?group_id=236344&atid=1099763

Try to be as specific as possible when describing the issue. Also indicate the version of eurephia
where you find this issue. If you have found an error in the document, please include the section
number and some of the surrounding text so we can find it easily.

http://sourceforge.net/tracker/?group_id=236344&atid=1099760
http://sourceforge.net/tracker/?group_id=236344&atid=1099763
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What is eurephia? - A little overview
OpenVPN is a very flexible and solid open source based VPN solution. The basic authentication
scheme in OpenVPN is using standard SSL certificates. The eurephia plug-in is an extension to
OpenVPN which will add username and password authentication in addition to an enhanced certificate
authentication.

The authentication process with eurephia will also add some extra controls. Like if the user account
has been activated or if it has been blocked. On failed logins, user accounts, certificate and IP
addresses are logged. The eurephia configuration can limit how many failed attempts it will accept
before the IP address, certificate or user account will be blocked.

Certificates and user accounts are related and linked together in eurephia, so the remote user must
provide both the correct certificate and the username when login in. A firewall profile can be assigned
to each user access individually, which defines the network resources the user access may use over
the VPN. This gives a fine grained access control on each VPN login.

All accounts and certificate access are stored in a database. The database is also used for login
history and to get an overview over login attempts and blocked usernames, certificates and IP
addresses.
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Distribution specific installation
OpenVPN requirements

OpenVPN version 2.2 or newer is required to use eurephia. This is due to some information sent
via the plug-in interface which is not available in earlier versions.

Distribution support

Currently, eurephia is not available directly via too many distributions. This is an on-going work.
Stay tuned and check http://www.eurephia.net/ for updates on this matter.

2.1. Arch Linux

There are two ways to do the installation on Arch Linux. One is using AUR helpers, the other one is to
download the Arch Linux package files and build them manually.

2.1.1. Using AUR helpers
Using clyde:

root@host: ~ # clyde -S openvpn eurephia

Using yaourt:

root@host: ~ # yaourt -S openvpn eurephia

2.1.2. Doing it manually
First install the eurephia enabled OpenVPN version:

root@host: ~ # wget http://aur.archlinux.org/packages/openvpn-dev/openvpn-dev.tar.gz
root@host: ~ # tar xzvpf openvpn-dev.tar.gz
root@host: ~ # cd openvpn-dev
root@host: ~/openvpn-dev # makepkg -s
root@host: ~/openvpn-dev # pacman -U openvpn-dev-2.3_beta-1-{your_arch}.pkg.tar.xz
root@host: ~/openvpn-dev # cd ..

Replace {your_arch} with the OS architecture corresponding to your system installation. Valid
values are i686 and x86_64

It is a similar approach to install the eurephia package:

root@host: ~ # wget http://aur.archlinux.org/packages/eurephia/eurephia.tar.gz
root@host: ~ # tar xzvpf eurephia.tar.gz

http://www.eurephia.net/
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root@host: ~ # cd eurephia
root@host: ~/eurephia # makepkg -s
root@host: ~/eurephia # pacman -U eurephia-1.0.1-1-{your_arch}.pkg.tar.xz

Again you will need to replace {your_arch} with the OS architecture corresponding to your system
installation. It should be the same value as the one you used for installing OpenVPN.

Remove eurephia_init after usage

After you have used initialised the eurephia database, it is advisable to remove the
eurephia_init binary. This binary is typically run only once during the initialisation of eurephia.
Remove it from a shell using the rm command:

[root@host ~]# rm -f /usr/bin/eurephia_init

2.2. Debian

To install OpenVPN and eurephia, you can use your favourite package manager to do this installation,
or you can run the following commands from the command line:

root@host:~ # apt-get install openvpn
root@host:~ # apt-get install eurephia

All configuration files for OpenVPN can be found under /etc/openvpn. The eurephia plug-in
modules are located under /usr/lib/eurephia. The SQLite3 database template can be found
under /var/lib/eurephia.

2.3. Fedora

OpenVPN and eurephia are available via default yum repositories.

[root@host ~]# yum install eurephia eurephia-init eurephia-admin

All configuration files for OpenVPN can be found under /etc/openvpn. The eurephia plug-in
modules are located under /usr/lib/eurephia on a 32bit system. On a 64bit system the modules
can be found under /usr/lib64/eurephia.

Uninstall eurephia-init after usage

After you have used initialised the eurephia database, it is advisable to uninstall the eurephia-
init package. The eurephia_init program is typically run only once. This is done by running:

[root@host ~]# yum erase eurephia-init
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2.4. Gentoo

You will need to add the eurephia value to the USE flag. This will enable the eurephia patch when
building OpenVPN.

host ~ # USE="eurephia" emerge net-misc/openvpn

All configuration files for OpenVPN can be found under /etc/openvpn.

Important

If you already have installed OpenVPN on Gentoo without adding eurephia to the USE flag, you
will need to reinstall OpenVPN. Otherwise the eurephia will not work properly.

Now you need to continue installing eurephia from source, as described in Section 3.2, “Compiling
eurephia”. To do so, you first need to install the CMake, SQLite3, libxml2 and libxslt packages.

host ~ # emerge dev-util/cmake dev-db/sqlite dev-libs/libxml2 dev-libs/libxslt

2.5. Red Hat Enterprise Linux / Scientific Linux / CentOS

On Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL), Scientific Linux and CentOS you will first need to install the
Fedora EPEL package repository. This will give you an up-to-date OpenVPN version available will
work with eurephia.

See this URL for more information about installing EPEL on your Enterprise Linux distribution: http://
fedoraproject.org/wiki/EPEL

EPEL on Scientific Linux

The EPEL repository is easily installed in Scientific Linux by installing the yum-conf-epel package

[root@host ~]# yum install yum-conf-epel

When the EPEL repository is installed, you should be able to run the next command to install
OpenVPN and the eurephia plug-in.

[root@host ~]# yum install openvpn eurephia

All configuration files for OpenVPN can be found under /etc/openvpn. The eurephia plug-in
modules are located under /usr/lib/eurephia on a 32bit system. On a 64bit system the modules
can be found under /usr/lib64/eurephia.

http://fedoraproject.org/wiki/EPEL
http://fedoraproject.org/wiki/EPEL
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Compiling and manual installation

3.1. Requirements
If you do not have a distribution specific alternative available, you will need to compile eurephia
yourself. To do so, some preparations are needed to be done before the compilation can start.

Development packages needed

To compile eurephia you need some development packages installed in addition to the libraries.
For example the openssl package is on many distributions called openssl-devel on Fedora
or Red Hat Enterprise Linux. On Debian based distributions it is often named openssl-dev.
This is different for each OS and each distribution. But please make sure you have the needed
development packages installed in addition to the library packages required.

3.1.1. eurephia requirements

To build eurephia yourself you will need to have the following development packages available:

• eurephia source code

Download the latest release from: http://www.eurephia.net/download/

Or, if you want to use the latest development version, use the git repository available.

user@host:~ $ git clone git://eurephia.git.sourceforge.net/gitroot/eurephia/eurephia.git

• CMake (version 2.6.1 or later)

• pkgconfig / pkg-config (version 0.21 or later)

• SQLite3 development libraries (version 3.3.17 or later)

• OpenVPN source code (version 2.2.0 or later)

To build the eurephia authentication plug-in, the build process need access to the openvpn source
code to be able to build it. It only needs to access the openvpn-plugin.h file.

• XML and XSLT libraries:

• libxml2 development headers and libraries (version 2.6.32 or later)

• libxslt development headers and libraries (version 1.1.24 or later)

http://www.eurephia.net/download/
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Do not use CMake 2.6.0

Due to a bug in CMake 2.6.0, it will not be possible to build eurephia with this version. There are
no known problems building with CMake 2.6.1 or later.

!

3.2. Compiling eurephia

It is presumed that you have CMake available installed, as well as SQLite3, libxml2 and libxslt
development headers and libraries. To compile eurephia we will also need the openvpn-plugin.h
file from the OpenVPN source code.

3.2.1. Getting the source code

3.2.1.1. Using downloaded source tar-ball
You must download the latest version of eurephia from http://sourceforge.net/projects/eurephia/files/
eurephia/. Then unpack the source code like this:

user@host:~ $ cd workdir
user@host:workdir $ bzip2 -dc ../eurephia-1.1.0.tar.bz2 | tar xv -
user@host:workdir $ cd eurephia-1.1.0
user@host:eurephia-1.1.0 $

3.2.1.2. Using latest development source from git
The eurephia version available via git will contain bleeding-edge features and might not be as stable or
in periods as functional as the stable version. You will need to have the git revision control1 installed
to use this approach.

user@host:~ $ cd workdir
user@host:workdir $ git clone git://eurephia.git.sourceforge.net/gitroot/eurephia/
eurephia.git
<...snip...>
user@host:workdir $ cd eurephia
user@host:eurephia $

3.2.2. Compile eurephia
When the source code is downloaded and extracted, everything is ready for the build-time
configuration of eurephia. This is again done with the ./configure command. Lets first have a look
at the different parameters which can be set.

user@host:eurephia/ $ ./configure --help
configure help for eurephia

1 http://www.git-scm.com/

http://sourceforge.net/projects/eurephia/files/eurephia/
http://sourceforge.net/projects/eurephia/files/eurephia/
http://www.git-scm.com/
http://www.git-scm.com/
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          --help               | -h        -- This help screen

   ** Main paths
          --prefix <path>                  -- Root directory of installation
                                              (default: /usr/local)
          --bin-dir                        -- Directory where to place binaries
                                              (default: /usr/local/bin)
          --xslt-path          | -X        -- Default XSLT path
                                              (default: /usr/local/share/eurephia/xslt)

   ** Debug options
          --debug              | -D        -- Enable verbose debug logging
          --show-secrets       | -S        -- Log passwords as clear text in log files
                               |              (only available when debug is enabled)
          --gcov               |           -- Enable gcov during building

   ** Plug-in options
          --plug-in            | -p        -- Build the eurephia plug-in for OpenVPN
          --plug-in-dir        | -P        -- Destination path for the plug-ins and other
 modules
                                              (default: /usr/local/lib/eurephia)
          --openvpn-src <path> | -s <path> -- OpenVPN source directory (needed when building
 plug-in)
          --fw-iptables        |           -- Build iptables firewall module

   ** Database options
          --db-sqlite3         |           -- Build SQLite3 database module
          --sqlite3-path       | -sp       -- Root directory of SQLite3 eurephia database
 file
                                              (default: /var/lib/eurephia)
   ** Administration utility options
          --eurephiadm         | -A        -- Build command line admin utility
          --eurephiadm-fw                  -- Include the firewall info even without any
                                              firewall interface being built
          --eurephiadm-xslt                -- eurephiadm XSLT root path
                                              (default: /usr/local/share/eurephia/xslt/
eurephiadm)
   ** Documentation
          --doxygen                        -- Compile Doxygen developer documentation
          --man-prefix                     -- Installation prefix for man pages

user@host:eurephia/ $

eurephia does not use autotools

The ./configure script is not an autotools generated script, despite its name. It is a wrapper
script for CMake, to make it easier to configure the eurephia build in a similar way, such as the
traditional autotools ./configure script does. But beware, most of the arguments are not even
close to what autotools provide.

The --db-sqlite3 argument is mandatory. In the future, more database modules will be
implemented, but at the moment only SQLite3 is supported.

To compile the eurephia-auth plug-in for OpenVPN, the --openvpn-src argument is also
mandatory. This needs to be a path to a directory where the openvpn-plugin.h file is located.

If you want to enable Linux iptables support, you must also give the --fw-iptables argument.

To build the administration utilities, add --eurephiadm to the configure line.
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Do build eurephiadm

It is highly recommended to build the eurephiadm utility, especially if this is your first eurephia
installation.

When ./configure has completed without any errors, all needed files are created. Compile
eurephia by executing:

user@host:eurephia/ $ make

3.2.3. Installing eurephia
When the compilation has completed successfully, you can run make install. In this guide, it
is assumed that the prefix /usr is used for --prefix and /var/lib/eurephia/ is used with
--sqlite3-prefix when running the configure script.

user@host:eurephia/ $ su 
password: .......
root@host:eurephia/ # make install
[ 19%] Built target eurephiacommon
[ 40%] Built target edb-sqlite
[ 71%] Built target eurephiadm
[ 80%] Built target eurephia_init
[ 84%] Built target eurephia_saltdecode
[ 96%] Built target eurephia-auth
[100%] Built target efw-iptables
Install the project...
-- Install configuration: ""
-- Installing: /usr/share/man/man7/eurephia-variables.7
-- Installing: /usr/lib/eurephia/edb-sqlite.so
-- Installing: /usr/share/man/man7/edb-sqlite.7
-- Installing: /var/lib/eurephia/eurephiadb-template
-- Installing: /usr/bin/eurephiadm
-- Installing: /usr/share/man/man7/eurephiadm.7
-- Installing: /usr/share/man/man7/eurephiadm-adminaccess.7
-- Installing: /usr/share/man/man7/eurephiadm-attempts.7
-- Installing: /usr/share/man/man7/eurephiadm-blacklist.7
-- Installing: /usr/share/man/man7/eurephiadm-certs.7
-- Installing: /usr/share/man/man7/eurephiadm-config.7
-- Installing: /usr/share/man/man7/eurephiadm-fwprofiles.7
-- Installing: /usr/share/man/man7/eurephiadm-lastlog.7
-- Installing: /usr/share/man/man7/eurephiadm-usercerts.7
-- Installing: /usr/share/man/man7/eurephiadm-users.7
-- Installing: /usr/share/eurephia/xslt/eurephiadm/adminaccess.xsl
-- Installing: /usr/share/eurephia/xslt/eurephiadm/certificates.xsl
-- Installing: /usr/share/eurephia/xslt/eurephiadm/fwadmin.xsl
-- Installing: /usr/share/eurephia/xslt/eurephiadm/lastlog.xsl
-- Installing: /usr/share/eurephia/xslt/eurephiadm/usercerts.xsl
-- Installing: /usr/share/eurephia/xslt/eurephiadm/users.xsl
-- Installing: /usr/share/eurephia/xslt/eurephiadm/attempts.xsl
-- Installing: /usr/share/eurephia/xslt/eurephiadm/blacklist.xsl
-- Installing: /usr/lib/eurephia/eurephia-auth.so
-- Installing: /usr/share/man/man7/eurephia-auth.7
-- Installing: /usr/lib/eurephia/efw-iptables.so
root@host:eurephia/ # exit
user@host:eurephia/ $
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Initial configuration
In this chapter we will look more into the runtime configuration of eurephia. First we will go through
the initial configuration. This is needs to be done only once per server installation. You don't need
to do this on the server itself, you need to have the prepared database and the eurephia_init
program available. For the SQLite3 database, you will need to copy the configured database file to
your OpenVPN server when the initialisation is done.

Presumptions

This chapter will presume that the SQLite3 database file is located under /etc/openvpn, that
the eurephiadm utility is available via your system path and the OpenVPN plug-in and eurephia
modules are found in /usr/lib/eurephia.

!

4.1. Preparing the database

Database support

This first release of eurephia supports only the SQLite3 database. Support for PostgreSQL is in
development and MySQL is planned in a future release.

4.1.1. SQLite3

When you install eurephia with SQLite3 support, a template database will be installed as
/var/lib/eurephia/eurephiadb-template. This database is supposed to be empty,
just containing the needed tables for eurephia to work. In this book, we will use the filename
/var/lib/eurephia/eurephiadb as the file OpenVPN will use for the authentication process.

user@host: ~ $ su - root
        Password: ......
        root@host: ~ # cp /var/lib/eurephia/eurephiadb-template /var/lib/eurephia/eurephiadb
        root@host: ~ # exit
        user@host: ~ $

Warning

Your production database file should use another filename than
/var/lib/eurephia/eurephiadb-template. When upgrading eurephia the installation
process will overwrite this template file, which will cause loss of data.

!

4.2. Initialising the database
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The eurephia_init program will be used to initialise the database with your runtime configuration.
Depending on your distribution this program will either be a part of the default eurephia package
or being a separate initialisation package. This program can safely be removed after eurephia is
configured.

If you installed eurephia from source tree, you will find this program under
eurephia-1.1.0/utils/eurephia_init. This program is not being installed to the filesystem
when using the source tree.

user@host:~ $ eurephia_init --help
      eurephia_init (v1.1.0) - eurephia initialisation utility
      Copyright (C) 2009-2012  David Sommerseth <dazo@users.sourceforge.net>

      This utility is only supposed to be used when installing eurephia.  The
      purpose is to initialise the database eurephia will use, by setting up
      some standard configuration values and create an administrator account

      Valid arguments:
      -V | --version                 : Show version information
      -h | --help                    : This help screen
      -l | --log <filename>          : Log file for debugging
      -L | --log-level <log level>   : Sets the log level
      -N | --hash-threshold-min <ms> : Benchmarking parameter, see below. Default 95ms
      -M | --hash-threshold-max <ms> : Benchmarking parameter, see below. Default 200ms
      -D | --database-driver <path>  : Full path to the database driver
      -d | --database-args <args>    : Required database arguments for the driver

      * Benchmarking
      During the initialisation this utility will benchmark the CPU power by doing
      multiple SHA512 hash calculations.  This is to determinate the optimal rounds
      the password hashes should use on the current computer.  To make it more difficult
      to brute force passwords, eurephia implements dynamic password hash rounds, based
      on a random number within in a given range.  This benchmark will suggest an optimal
      range.  To do this, two limits are defined, the shortest time and the longest time
      to be used for calculating a hash.  The default values are 95ms and 200ms.

      If you want to modify those thresholds, you can do so with the --hash-threshold-min
      and --hash-threshold-max options.  By increasing these numbers, you will allow the
      number of rounds to be increased.

      user@host:~ $

Required arguments

There are two required options which needs to be given, --database-driver and
--database-args. The database driver arguments must be a full path to the database driver
you will be using. And the database arguments is defined by the given database driver.

4.2.1. SQLite3 database

The SQLite3 database driver takes only one argument. This argument must be a full path to the
database file.

user@host: eurephia $ utils/eurephia_init --database-driver /usr/lib/eurephia/edb-sqlite.so \
                         --database-args /var/lib/eurephia/eurephiadb
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4.3. Initialisation of eurephia

You must have started executing the command line suggested for your database in Section 4.1,
“Preparing the database”. The eurephia_init will now guide you through several steps. This
section will lead you through these questions and explain them a little bit further.

4.3.1. Password parameters

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
eurephia :: PASSWORD PARAMETERS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Salt length for password hashes [32]

Salt length defines an important parameter in password hashing algorithms. It defines how many bytes
of random data which will be used as a salt to a given password to make sure the resulting hash is as
unique as possible, even if more users use the same password. It does not make sense to make it too
long, as the salt will be readable in clear-text. The salt does not need to be too long. The default value
in newer glibc versions is 16 bytes, while eurephia uses 32 bytes as default.

** Preparing for SHA512 performance benchmark.
Aiming for minimum hashing calculation time: 95ms
Aiming for maximum hashing calculation time: 200ms
Benchmarking .................................................................... Done
Suggested minimum rounds: 33000 (takes 95ms)
Suggested maximum rounds: 63000 (takes 196ms)

Minimum hashing rounds: [33000]
Maximum hashing rounds: [63000]

==============================================================================

After the salt length has been defined, eurephia will try to benchmark how efficiently your server
computes SHA512 hashes. For a password hash to be secure and to make it difficult to crack, it is
important that the CPU spend some time calculating a hash. On the other hand, a password hash
should not take too long to calculate as that will take resources from other processes on your server
and it will slow down establishing the OpenVPN connection. By default, this benchmark should
take minimum 95ms to calculate a hash, and not longer than 200ms. These thresholds can be
tuned by yourself with the --hash-threshold-min and --hash-threshold-max options to
eurephia_init. On the test machine as shown above, it was able to calculate 33.000 hashes within
95ms and 63.000 hashes within 196ms.

Warning

Beware that CPU scaling utilities like cpuspeed and cpufreq will have a noticeable effect on
this benchmark. It is recommended that you try to have the CPU frequency as close to the normal
situation as possible, to get numbers which will be more relevant. If you are upgrading the system
with a new CPU, a new benchmark is recommended.

!
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4.3.1.1. Why these minimum/maximum values?
The password hashing algorithm in eurephia is trying to be a little bit unpredictable to brute-force
attack situations on the password hashes. When a new password is set, eurephia will pick a random
number between the minimum and maximum hashing rounds values. This value is encoded into the
password hash and scrambled based on the password itself.

If an attacker get access to the password table and starts a brute-force attack on the hashes, the
password hashing rounds number in the hash will also be deciphered wrong and the computed
password hash will be wrong as well. The hashing round number is scrambled with a four byte value,
so for each password there will be up to 232 possible hashing round values to try on each password.

An attacker who gained access to your password hashes will most probably also have access to the
minimum and maximum values used for the hashing. This means that several of the 232 possible
hashing round values might be outside the minimum and maximum scope. So having a wider spread
between minimum and maximum will be an advantage, as that will give more hashing rounds which
needs to be tested.

Important

It might be tempting to set high hashing round numbers. But beware that if the CPU will spend too
much time calculating password hashes when clients connect, they might experience timeouts.
This is especially important if you have many simultaneous users.

While having a reasonable amount of hashing rounds is important, having a good distance
between the minimum hashing rounds and maximum hashing rounds is just as important in order
to increase the difficulty brute-forcing the password hash.

If your hardware is able to handle minimum 5.000 rounds within a reasonable time, that is the
absolutely recommended minimum value. The hard minimum limit in eurephia is 1.000 rounds.
The hard maximum limit is 999.999.999.

4.3.2. Setting up the eurephia administrator account

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
eurephia :: ADMINISTRATOR ACCOUNT
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Checking database for user accounts ... None found. Good!
Admin username:    john.doe
Password:          .......
Confirm password:  .......
Admin user account registered successfully (user id 1)
Granting access to user account: config useradmin certadmin fwprofiles
Activating the user account ... Done

==============================================================================

After the password hashing parameters are set, eurephia_init makes sure no other user accounts
exists in the database. This is to avoid initialising the database again by a mistake and removing
accesses already registered. If it's an empty database, it will ask you for a username and password.
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It will register the administrator account and give it full access to all administration modules in eurephia
by default. However, it will not setup an OpenVPN access. So at this moment, the newly created
administrator account can only use the administration utilities.

4.3.3. Session parameters

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
eurephia :: SESSION PARAMETERS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

eurephiadmin: How many minutes before a session is auto logged out: [10]

==============================================================================

This sets how many minutes a session via the eurephia command line utility (eurephiadm)can be
idle before it is expired and forcefully being logged out. So, if a administrator is doing a lot of work
with eurephiadm, the administrator will only be asked for username and password for the first action
needing authentication. If the administrator is not using eurephiadm for 10 minutes (the default
suggestion), the next operation will ask for a username and password again.

If you want to be explicit tell eurephiadm that you are done, you can run eurephiadm logout.

Suggestion

Consider adding eurephiadm logout to the shell logout script. (e.g. ~/.bash_logout for
Bash.) This ensures that the eurephia administrator session is closed when the user is logging
off.

4.3.4. Failed attempts limits

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
eurephia :: ATTEMPTS LIMITS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

These parameters here will decide when eurephia should block access, based on
how many registered failed attempts.  Normally, you should be strict regarding
number of attempts on usernames, less strict on certificates and even less on
IP addresses.  Remember that the user might connect via a proxy or a firewall
with NAT enabled.

How many failed attempts will you allow per user name? [3]
How many failed attempts will you allow per certificate? [5]
How many failed attempts will you allow per IP address? [10]

==============================================================================

These three parameters defines when to block a username, certificate or IP address. If a user tries
and fails to log in with the same username 3 times, the user account will be blocked. The same
happens if the user tries 5 times with the same certificate but with different usernames. If the user
continues with more attempts, even with different certificates, the IP address will be blocked after 10
attempts.
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If you have a lot of users behind the same IP address, you might want to consider to increase the last
number from 10 to something higher.

Note

All the parameters set via eurephia_init can be changed later on via the eurephiadm utility.
If you are uncertain about the values, start with the default values as evaluate how well it works
for you.

4.3.5. Firewall integration

Important

This section of eurephia_init will only be available if the firewall feature was enabled when
eurephia was built. Only iptables is supported in eurephia v1.1.

4.3.5.1. iptables support

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
eurephia :: FIREWALL SUPPORT - iptables
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Do you want to load the iptables module? [No] Yes

Full path to the efw-iptables.so library:
[/usr/lib/eurephia/efw-iptables.so] 

Full path to the iptables command: [/sbin/iptables]

Type y or yes here to enable iptables support. All other input will be interpreted as 'no'.

The two paths being mentioned afterwards are usually the correct ones, but you might want to be sure
that you can find those files on your file system. To make the firewall integration work, eurephia need
access to these files.

Which iptables chain should eurephia use? [vpn_users]

When updating the firewall, eurephia will use a pre-defined firewall chain when granting VPN clients
access to the network. This chain must exist in iptables, as eurephia will only update the rules
inside this chain. Preparing iptables for eurephia will be covered later on.
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Regarding standard iptables chains

Do NOT use the standard iptables chains like INPUT, OUTPUT or FORWARD. The designated
chain will be cleared by the eurephia plug-in when OpenVPN is started.

!

4.3.5.1.1. Firewall based IP address blocking

Do you want you eurephia to block blacklisted IP addresses
in iptables too? [No] Yes

Which iptables chain should eurephia use for
blacklisted IP addresses? [vpn_blacklist]

When you enable firewall support in eurephia, IP addresses which gets blocked in the database
can also be blocked completely in the firewall setup as well. This gives the advantage of completely
disabling a remote client from accessing your OpenVPN server. It will be rejected even before the
network traffic reaches the OpenVPN process.

For this to work, a separate chain must be pre-defined for this usage in iptables. This blacklist chain
must be used in the INPUT and/or FORWARD chains, to deny the blocked IP addresses access to
your infrastructure as early as possible.

Which iptables chain should eurephia send blacklisted IP addresses to (iptables '-j'
 argument) ? [DROP]

==============================================================================

This parameter defines where packets from blacklisted IP addresses should go. By default, such
packages is sent to the DROP destination, but you might want to log such packages and a predefined
chain, like log_and_drop. This parameter lets you decide what you want to do with these packages.

Let's explain this a little bit more in detail. If the IP address 198.109.14.243 will be blocked by
eurephia, and eurephia is configured to use vpn_blacklist as the blacklist chain and destination is
DROP, eurephia will issue an iptables command like this:

# iptables -t filter -A vpn_blacklist -s 198.109.14.243 -j DROP

Preparing your firewall for this feature is discussed more in detail in Chapter 5, Firewall integration.

4.4. Preparing eurephiadm - eurephia command line
administration utility

To make use of the eurephia administration utility, eurephiadm, you first need to
prepare a configuration file. The location of this file should be in your home directory:
~/.eurephia/eurephiadm.cfg
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eurephia_init can generate a eurephiadm.cfg file

When running eurephia_init, it will suggest a configuration file which it can write to
~/.eurephia/eurephiadm.cfg. This configuration file will be setup automatically with the
database driver parameters you provided to eurephia_init.

An example of a eurephiadm.cfg file:

#
# eurephiadm configuration file
#

# If you want to avoid being asked for username on each eurephiadm login, 
# you can remove the leading # and insert your username here.
#  
#username=john.doe   # <your admin username>

# Database setup
database_driver = /usr/lib/eurephia/edb-sqlite.so  # Use SQLite3 database backend
database_params = /var/lib/eurephia/eurephiadb

# Logging 
log = none:    # Log to file, stdout:, stderr:, or none:
log_level = 0  # Default log level.  The higher number, the more verbose 
               # logging to the log file

The important parameters are database_driver and database_params. The database_driver
parameter must point at the .so of the database backend you are using. The database_params
need to be coherent with the expected parameters the database driver uses. For more information
about the needed database parameters, see Section 4.2, “Initialising the database”.

The next two parameters configure logging. You normally only need to enable logging if encounter
some unexpected behaviour, errors, or need to do some debugging of eurephiadm. You can enable
it by changing the log parameter to something else than none:. If the log value is not one of the
three reserved words (stdout:, stderr:, none:), the eurephia logger will expect it to be a filename.
The log_level sets the verbosity of the logging. The higher this number is, the more information is
being logged. Unless you enabled debug logging when compiling eurephia, valid log levels would be
between 0 and 9. If debug logging is enabled 1, you will get the debug information by setting a log level
higher than 9.

The very first parameter in this example, being disabled in the example with the leading hash sign,
is the username parameter. Most of the eurephiadm commands will require eurephia users to
authenticate themselves before the command is executed. By default, it will ask for username and
password when it is needed. If you just want eurephiadm to ask for password, you can set the
username you always want to use with this parameter.

Use the eurephiadm utility to check if the configuration file is found and is correct.

1 Debug logging is a compile time configuration and might not be enabled on all distributions.
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No system-wide configuration file available

This administration utility will only search for the configuration file in the users home directory.
The eurephiadm utility is designed like this on purpose, to limit information about the database
access parameters to only be available to those needing it. This is especially important in
following eurephia versions where network based database access will be enabled, and where
database server connection information will be readable in clear text.
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Firewall integration
The firewall module restricts the network access for each VPN user individually. The firewall profile
for the VPN client is defined by the eurephia user access setup. A user access is the combination of a
certificate and a username. When a remote user is authenticated successfully, the VPN clients MAC
address (in TAP mode) or VPN IP address (in TUN mode) will be registered and sent to the firewall
module, which updates the firewall accordingly.

There are several situations where this is useful. For example, if you want to allow corporate laptops to
access a file server, the database server and an intranet server via the VPN. At the same time might
you want to have an open and flexible approach, so you also want to allow your users to access the
network via VPN from their home computers. This is of course a security headache, as you might not
trust each users computer as well as the corporate laptops. To get a better control you want to restrict
home users to only access the Intranet server. In this scenario you can provide a certificate for the
corporate laptops. For those users using their home computers, they will have a "home computer"
certificate. This way the user will use the same username and password, but as you have assigned
different firewall profiles depending on which certificate was used, you will get a fine grained access
control based on the certificate being used.

Another example can be if you have just hired some consultants who will do a lot of the work and
you want to provide them VPN access as well. As it is a short term agreement, you do not want to
setup completely separate setups for each of them. You might even want to have some sort of way to
keep them accountable for their network access. This gives you the possibility see which consultant
accessed which services on your network afterwards, as the IP address of each VPN login is logged.
To set up this scenario, you would create one shared certificate which all these three consultants
would use. Then you must create separate user accounts and assign the same certificate to all these
accounts. When you later on query the lastlog in eurephia, you can see which VPN IP address each
consultant was assigned at each login. This also works if you use the dynamic IP address assignment
in OpenVPN. When the consultants have completed their work, you can block their shared certificate.
This will revoke the access to all the consultants immediately.

Important

The eurephia v1.1 release will only update the firewall rules on the server OpenVPN is running
on.

5.1. iptables - Preparations

First iptables need to be prepared for changes done by eurephia. Let's presume you have a similar
iptables configuration to this:

root@host:~ # iptables -vnL INPUT
Chain INPUT (policy DROP 0 packets, 0 bytes)
 pkts bytes target   prot  in   out source     destination
    0     0 ACCEPT   all   lo   *   0.0.0.0/0  0.0.0.0/0
    0     0 ACCEPT   all   *    *   0.0.0.0/0  0.0.0.0/0    ctstate RELATED,ESTABLISHED
    0     0 ACCEPT   udp   eth0 *   0.0.0.0/0  <your IP>    spts:1024:65534 dpt:1194 ctstate
 NEW
    0     0 DROP     all   *    *   0.0.0.0/0  0.0.0.0/0
root@host:~ # iptables -vnL FORWARD
Chain FORWARD (policy DROP 0 packets, 0 bytes)
 pkts bytes target   prot  in   out source     destination
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    0     0 ACCEPT   all   *    *   0.0.0.0/0  0.0.0.0/0    ctstate RELATED,ESTABLISHED
    0     0 ACCEPT   all   eth1 *   0.0.0.0/0  0.0.0.0/0    ctstate NEW
    0     0 DROP     all   *    *   0.0.0.0/0  0.0.0.0/0
root@host:~ # iptables -vnL OUTPUT
Chain OUTPUT (policy ACCEPT 0 packets, 0 bytes)
 pkts bytes target   prot  in  out  source     destination
root@host:~ #

We will here assume that the following network interfaces:

• eth0: your publicly available network adaptor. This is the interface you have your Internet connection
and which your OpenVPN clients will connect to.

• eth1: your private network, which you want to keep safe and protected

• tap0: your OpenVPN network interface. We will presume that you use the network segment
10.8.0.0/24 for this interface.

To make this work we need to insert an iptables rule where traffic originating from the tap0 interface
will pass through. We will just do this change in the FORWARD chain. To also restrict access to your
OpenVPN server, you might want to do a similar thing to the INPUT chain as well.

root@host:~ # iptables -N vpn_users
root@host:~ # iptables -I FORWARD 3 -i tap0 -s 10.8.0.0/24 -m conntrack --ctstate NEW -j
 vpn_users
root@host:~ # iptables -vnL FORWARD
Chain FORWARD (policy DROP 0 packets, 0 bytes)
 pkts bytes target    prot  in   out source      destination
    0     0 ACCEPT    all   *    *   0.0.0.0/0   0.0.0.0/0   ctstate RELATED,ESTABLISHED
    0     0 ACCEPT    all   eth1 *   0.0.0.0/0   0.0.0.0/0   ctstate NEW
    0     0 vpn_users all   tap0 *   10.8.0.0/24 0.0.0.0/0   ctstate NEW   <<-- *** Our new
 rule
    0     0 DROP      all   *    *   0.0.0.0/0   0.0.0.0/0
root@host:~ #

First a new a iptables chain called 'vpn_users' was created. The name of the chain is the default chain
name when eurephia is initialised. It is important that this iptables chain name is the same as what
you used when initialising eurephia. The second iptables command adds the needed entry point to the
FORWARD chain.

It is also needed to create some access profiles which eurephia will make use of. Lets imagine some
servers:

• 192.168.0.10 - intranet server, which only accepts HTTP and HTTPS (port 80 and 443)

• 192.168.0.40 - PostgreSQL server, which only accept connections to port 5432

• 192.168.0.120 - A CIFS/SMB file server, which may only be accessed on ports 135-139 and port
445

We will now define two access profiles in iptables. One which only allows Intranet traffic, and one
which gives access to all servers.

root@host:~ # iptables -N vpn_intranet
root@host:~ # iptables -A vpn_intranet -i tap0 -o eth1 -d 192.168.0.10 -p tcp --dport 80 -m
 conntrack --ctstate NEW -j ACCEPT
root@host:~ # iptables -A vpn_intranet -i tap0 -o eth1 -d 192.168.0.10 -p tcp --dport 443 -m
 conntrack --ctstate NEW -j ACCEPT
root@host:~ #
root@host:~ # iptables -N vpn_all_srv
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root@host:~ # iptables -A vpn_all_srv -i tap0 -o eth1 -d 192.168.0.40 -p tcp --dport 5432 -m
 conntrack --ctstate NEW -j ACCEPT
root@host:~ # iptables -A vpn_all_srv -i tap0 -o eth1 -d 192.168.0.120 -p udp --dport 135:139
 -m conntrack --ctstate NEW -j ACCEPT
root@host:~ # iptables -A vpn_all_srv -i tap0 -o eth1 -d 192.168.0.120 -p tcp --dport 135:139
 -m conntrack --ctstate NEW -j ACCEPT
root@host:~ # iptables -A vpn_all_srv -i tap0 -o eth1 -d 192.168.0.120 -p udp --dport 445 -m
 conntrack --ctstate NEW -j ACCEPT
root@host:~ # iptables -A vpn_all_srv -i tap0 -o eth1 -d 192.168.0.120 -p tcp --dport 445 -m
 conntrack --ctstate NEW -j ACCEPT
root@host:~ #

This will define two iptables chains to be used by eurephia, vpn_intranet and vpn_all_srv.

5.1.1. Preparing for firewall based blacklisting

If you enabled this feature during the initialisation process, you were asked about which firewall chain
to be used for blacklisting. You will then need to create this chain and put it into your INPUT chain and
also preferably your FORWARD and OUTPUT chains as well. The default chain name is vpn_blacklist,
so you will need to substitute it to the chain name of your choice.

root@host:~ # iptables -N vpn_blacklist
root@host:~ # iptables -I INPUT 1 -j vpn_blacklist
root@host:~ # iptables -I FORWARD 1 -j vpn_blacklist
root@host:~ # iptables -I OUTPUT 1 -j vpn_blacklist

The first command creates the chain and the three next commands, will insert a jump into the
vpn_blacklist chain at the beginning of each of these three main iptables chains. You only need
to make sure that this is done. The rest eurephia will take care of. Whenever openvpn with the
eurephia-auth plug-in is started, it will populate the vpn_blacklist chain with all IP addresses marked
for blacklisting.

5.1.2. Save the iptables changes

Use iptables-save and iptables-restore

It is important to save your iptables changes. The iptables-save program will dump your
current configuration to file, which can be restored with the iptables-restore program.
Please refer to the documentation of your distribution on how to save these changes and apply
them at boot time.

5.2. Telling eurephia about iptables

In the eurephia database, this firewall interface needs to be configured properly. When running
eurephia_init and enabling firewall support, the following parameters should be set:

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm config --list | grep firewall
firewall_interface = /usr/lib/eurephia/efw-iptables.so
firewall_command = /sbin/iptables
firewall_destination = vpn_users
firewall_blacklist_destination = vpn_blacklist
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user@host:~ $

If you do not have these settings registered, you may do that manually by using the eurephiadm
config command. For example, execute this line to set the firewall_destination parameter to
'vpn_users':

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm config --set firewall_destination vpn_users
eurephiadm::config: Configuration key 'firewall_destination' was set to 'vpn_users'
user@host:~ $

The firewall_interface must point at the efw_iptables.so file. This is the iptables driver
for eurephia which will do the iptables updates on-the-fly. The firewall_command needs to point
at your iptables command, which will be called from within the driver. And the last parameter,
firewall_destination, is the iptables chain eurephia will use to add/delete rules for authenticated
OpenVPN sessions.

5.2.1. Setting up firewall based blacklisting manually

If you did not activate the firewall based IP address blocking, it's easy to enable this by using the
eurephiadm config. However, it is presumed that the firewall feature is already enabled.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm config --set firewall_blacklist_destination vpn_blacklist
eurephiadm::config: Configuration key 'firewall_blacklist_destination' was set to
 'vpn_blacklist'
user@host:~ $

This example used vpn_blacklist as the chain name. You may substitute that value to your
own choice. Then you need to prepare the iptables for this feature, as described in Section 5.1.1,
“Preparing for firewall based blacklisting”
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Configure OpenVPN
In Chapter 4, Initial configuration, we did the initial configuration of eurephia. The firewall integration
was covered in Chapter 5, Firewall integration. But OpenVPN will not make use of the eurephia plug-in
yet. This chapter will explain how to make OpenVPN use eurephia for the authentication.

eurephia v1.1 supports both TUN and TAP devices

Version 1.0 of eurephia only supported TAP devices. From v1.1 eurephia handles both TUN and
TAP devices.

Presumptions

This chapter presumes the OpenVPN configuration file to be /etc/openvpn/openvpn.conf

6.1. The OpenVPN server

The OpenVPN server side must have the plug-in interface enabled at compile time. If you compiled
OpenVPN yourself or installed it via a supported distribution, this should already be enabled by
default. In the OpenVPN configuration file, you will then need to add a plugin option. With the default
location of the eurephia plug-in files, it should be something like this:

plugin /usr/lib/eurephia/eurephia-auth.so "{eurephia arguments}"

Important

Please notice that all the eurephia arguments must be enclosed with double quotes ("). If this
is not done, the eurephia plug-in will only receive the first part of the arguments and not all
arguments.

The arguments the eurephia plug-in takes are:

•
--log-destination  or -l

This defines how eurephia will do its logging. It can take a filename to log to a file. If the string
is openvpn: it will pass the log data over to OpenVPN, which will combine the OpenVPN and
eurephia logs. You can also log via syslog, by indicating syslog:. The last possible special value is
none: which will disable logging completely.

With syslog: you can also define which syslog facility the logging will go to. The default is to log
to the user facility. Other supported facilities are authpriv, daemon and local0 to local7. To
send log data to the daemon the --log-destination argument need to be
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--log-destination syslog:daemon

Issues with OpenVPN and eurephia-auth.so using syslog

Due to a bug in eurephia, this will result in all OpenVPN syslog entries being tagged as
eurephia-auth. To avoid this, let either just one of them log to syslog and the other one to
file.

If you want a unified log for OpenVPN and eurephia, an alternative is to set OpenVPN to log
to file and eurephia to log to either stdout: or stderr:. This way OpenVPN will capture log
entries from eurephia-auth properly.

•
--log-level  or -L

This defines how verbose the eurephia logging will be. The required argument to this option must be
a numeric value, where 0 indicates as little logging as possible - only giving informative messages,
or a high value like 50 to give really verbose logging. In general a log level less than 4 should be
more than enough under normal circumstances.

Debug logging

To make logging above the log-level of 10 work, eurephia must have been compiled with
debugging enabled.

•
--database-interface  or -i

This argument must have a full path to the eurephia database driver module. This defines which
database interface eurephia will use.

Note

The only required argument is --database-interface. The other options are optional.

After these general arguments, a double dash (--) must follow before the arguments which the
database driver requires.

6.1.1. eurephia and SQLite3
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The SQLite3 driver only needs one argument, the filename to the database. A complete example for
the default values of eurephia with SQLite3 would then be something like this:

plugin /usr/lib/eurephia/eurephia-auth.so "-L 2 -i /usr/lib/eurephia/edb-sqlite.so -- /var/
lib/eurephia/eurephiadb"

Chrooted OpenVPN and SQLite3 issues

When SQLite3 does database updates, it will create some temporary journal files (f.ex. /var/
lib/eurephia/eurephiadb.jnl) during the write operation. The user which OpenVPN is
configured to run as therefor needs write access to this directory to be allowed to create and write
to the journal file. If SQLite3 is not able to create the temporary files, it will give an error about
problems connecting to the database.

If you are using the --chroot feature, SQLite3 will create this journal file inside the chroot jail.
For example, if you use --chroot /var/openvpn in your OpenVPN config and /var/lib/
eurephia/eurephiadb for the eurephia database, SQLite3 will create the journal file in the /
var/openvpn/var/lib/eurephia/ directory. In this scenario the OpenVPN user only needs
write access to the chrooted directory. The database file itself must stay outside of the chroot, as
the access to this database file is established before OpenVPN enters the chroot jail.

Beware of SQLite v3.7 and later, as from this version you also need to have an empty file with the
same file name as the database inside the chroot. Otherwise you will get error messages like:

** ERROR **      [0] SQL Error: disk I/O error

Example: If you have your chroot under /var/openvpn and your database in /var/lib/
eurephia/eurephiadb, you can issue this command to solve this issue:

root@host:~ # touch /var/openvpn/var/lib/eurephia/eurephiadb

6.2. The OpenVPN clients

All the OpenVPN clients need to know, is that it needs to provide a user/password for authentication
when connecting to your OpenVPN server. This is done by extending your current OpenVPN client
configuration with this option:

auth-user-pass

This option cannot be "pushed"

This configuration option cannot be pushed from the OpenVPN server to the clients. All clients
must have this option in their client configuration files.
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OpenVPN clients do not need a eurephia enabled OpenVPN

It is only the OpenVPN server which need to have the eurephia plug-in enabled. You can use
whichever OpenVPN client which would work against your OpenVPN server. To avoid some
stability issues, it is recommended that the clients also are based on the OpenVPN 2.1 series or
later.
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User and access management

7.1. Basics about user accesses

When preparing user accesses, you need to link specific eurephia user accounts and certificates
to grant them access to the VPN. This is called a user access. What this means is that you can
have a very strict setup, where each user need one certificate and one user account. For some
sites this might be too strict, as you might have some users who connect to the VPN from different
computers. In this scenario you would setup one user account and link it with several certificates.
Another scenario is to have some user accounts sharing the same certificate. The bottom line is, you
need at least to link together one user account and one certificate to have a defined user access.

7.1.1. Restricting access via the firewall

With the firewall module enabled you can restrict the network access for each user access to some
services on the network. For example, you might have corporate laptops which are allowed access
intranet web pages, printers, file shares and databases directly on a corporate network over an
OpenVPN connection. But you might also want to allow your users to connect from their private home
computers, but then you will only allow access to intranet web pages and/or a Terminal Server. By
using different certificates, the user will use the "corporate laptop certificate" on the laptop and the
"home access certificate" on the home computer. But in all this, the user can use the same username
and password for their user account. It is the combination of user accounts and certificates which
defines the access level, also on the network layer.

For those who want to have the least strict setup, it is also possible to do this the other way around.
You can have one certificate which is distributed to a group of users or all users, and provide them
different usernames and passwords. And again, you can restrict the access trough the firewall based
on the username. This is on the other hand not the most secure way to do it. But if you want to
allow a few external consultants access to your network, you may find this a good approach. The
consultant company will have only one certificate, but each consultant will have their own username
and password. And you can then decide for each user account what kind of access they will get.
Consultants who stops working for you can be disabled individually. When the consultant company
contract is ended, you disable all access by blacklisting the certificate.

7.2. Certificate basics

The eurephia plug-in will validate all certificates in the certificate chain belonging to a client certificate.
To differentiate their relation, there is something called certificate depth. In a traditional OpenVPN
setup, where you have only one CA certificate and client certificates only signed by this CA certificate,
the certificate depth of the CA certificate will be 1. For all client certificates, the depth will be 0.

If the OpenVPN CA certificate is signed by another CA, your OpenVPN CA certificate depth will
be 1, and the other CA certificates depth will be 2 or higher. Please be aware that all certificates in
the certificate chain must be registered, as each certificate level is checked against the eurephia
database. On a missing registration, the certificate, including the complete certificate chain, is
considered invalid.

First we need to register your OpenVPN CA certificate. The following examples presumes that you
are using a traditional OpenVPN setup with only one CA certificate and client certificates. In this
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section we will not explain deeply what the following command does, but it will described later on in
this chapter.

In this example it is presumed that your OpenVPN CA certificate is installed under
/etc/openvpn/ca.crt.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm certs --add --depth 1 --certfile /etc/openvpn/ca.crt
eurephia::Certificates: Certificate registered successfully (certid 1)
user@host:~ $

7.3. Registering user accesses

The eurephiadm commands which will be used for this, are the users and the certs commands.
There are two ways how to do this. Let's first have a look at the help screen for those two
eurephiadm commands.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm users --help
eurephia::Users -- Administer user accounts

Available modes:
     -l | --list         List all user accounts
     -s | --show         Show user account details
     -a | --activate     Activate a user account
     -d | --deactivate   Deactivate a user account
     -A | --add          Add a new user account
     -D | --delete       Delete a user account
     -p | --password     Change password on a users account
     -h | --help <mode>  Further help for these modes

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm certs --add --help
The add mode will register a new certificate.

     -d | --depth         Certificate depth, required.
     -D | --digest        SHA1 fingerprint/digest of the new certificate
     -C | --common-name   Common name (CN) field of the certificate
     -O | --organisation  Organisation (O) field of the certificate
     -E | --email         e-mail address (emailAddress) of the certificate

Usually the certificate depth value needs to be 0, if you are registering user
account certificates. CA certificates usually have a value bigger than 0.

If you have the certificate file available, you can use the following
options to retrieve the needed information directly from a certificate file.

     -f | --certfile     File name of the certificate file.
     -p | --pkcs12       If the file is in PKCS#12 format.

The default format is PEM format, unless --pkcs12 is given.  These two options
cannot be used together with -D, -C, -O or -E.  But the certificate depth must
be given to indicate the certificate depth.
user@host:~ $

7.3.1. Method A: Doing it all in one operation
To do everything at once, you only need to use the users command. When doing it this way, three
things happens:

• User account is registered,

• New certificate is registered, and
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• a link between user account and certificate is established.

Lets have a closer look at the eurephiadm command we will use.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm users --help --add
eurephia::Users -- Administer user accounts

The add user mode registers a new user account.
Both of the following arguments are required:

     -u | --username     User name to use for the new account (required)
     -P | --password     Assign a new password via the command line.

To register this new account against a certificate
you can use the following arguments.  These arguments cannot be used together.

     -C | --certid       Use already registered certificate, identified by certid.
     -D | --digest       Use already registered certificate, identified by digest.
     -c | --certfile     Use the given certificate file and register it along with
                         the account.
     -2 | --pkcs12       Certificate file is using the PKCS#12 format.

user@host:~ $

Note

If you want to register a completely new user account and a completely new certificate, you will
need to have access to the certificate file. If you will be using an already registered certificate,
you only need a certificate ID (certid).

7.3.1.1. Register a new user account and a new certificate
To add a new user account and a new certificate and to link them together in one operation, we need
to use one of the following command lines. This first example will need a certificate file in PEM/DER
format.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm users --add --username norma.jones --certfile NormaJones.pem
Password for user: ......
Verify password for user: ......
eurephia::Users: User registered successfully (user id 2)
eurephia::Certificates: Certificate registered successfully (certid 2)
user@host:~ $

For PKCS#12 certificates, it is the same arguments. You just need to add --pkcs12. If there is a
password on the certificate file it will ask you for that password after the user passwords.

7.3.1.2. Register a new user account with an already registered certificate
In this scenario, we already have the certificate registered and we would just like to link the new
account to the already registered certificate. First let's have a look on available certificates:

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm certs --list
  ID (D) Common name                                              Organisation
         e-mail                                                     Registered
         Certificate SHA1 digest                                     
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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   1 (1) ACME test server. CA certificate                            ACME corp
         ca@acmecorp.com                                   2009-02-19 22:01:32
         39:4F:27:7B:71:7F:1D:BC:B6:1D:65:55:13:0D:E0:CF:5D:38:2E:23 
         
   2 (0) Norma Jones                                             Example Corp.
         norma.jones@example.com                           2009-02-19 22:21:07
         C0:5D:7B:2D:4A:98:3F:00:01:02:F0:2F:54:80:3B:5A:FA:53:9B:34 
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
user@host:~ $

We see here that certificate ID (certid) 2 is assigned to the common name 'Norma Jones'. Let's give
Norma's colleague access when using her certificate as well.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm users --add --username jane.doe --certid 2
Password for user: 
Verify password for user: 
eurephia::Users: User registered successfully (user id 3)
user@host:~ $

7.3.2. Method B: The advanced manual way
The way described as Method A, three actions were done in one operation. When doing it separately,
these three things needs to be done by using the following eurephia commands users, certs and
userlink.

7.3.2.1. Registering a certificate
There are three approaches for registering certificates, depending if you have the certificate files in
PEM/DER format, in PKCS#12 or if you want to register the details manually.

Registering PEM/DER certificate files:

user@hhost:~ $ eurephiadm certs --add --certfile <certfile> --depth <cert depth>

Registering PKCS#12 certificate files:

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm certs --add --pkcs12 --certfile <certfile> --depth <cert depth>

Registering certificate details manually:

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm certs --add --depth <cert depth> --digest <cert SHA1 digest> --
common-name <common name> --organisation <orgname> --email <email>

One common argument for all these three commands are the --depth argument. This argument
defines the certificate chain depth, as described earlier. For all user certificates, the depth level must
be set to 0 (zero). Values from 1 and up are only used for CA certificates. Certificate depth level 1 will
be the CA which has signed the certificate request of the user certificate. Certificate level 2 will be the
certificate which has signed the certificate request for the CA certificate on level 1, and so on.
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Important

All CA certificates in the certificate chain must be registered. On each authentication eurephia
does, the complete certificate chain is validated against the database. If one of the certificates is
not found, the complete certificate chain is considered unknown.

7.3.2.1.1. Examples

7.3.2.1.1.1. Registering CA certificates
Manually using certificate details. To get these details you can use the openssl command.

user@host:~ $ openssl x509 -noout -fingerprint -subject -in /etc/openvpn/ca.crt
SHA1 Fingerprint=39:4F:27:7B:71:7F:1D:BC:B6:1D:65:55:13:0D:E0:CF:5D:38:2E:23
subject= /C=UK/L=SomeCity/O=ACME corp/CN=ACME test server. CA certificate/
emailAddress=ca@acmecorp.com
user@host:~ $

The fields we are interested in here are the SHA1 finger print (certificate digest), the organisation (O),
common name (CN) and e-mail (emailAddress) fields. Then the following eurephiadm command would
be like this:

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm certs --add --depth 1 --digest
 39:4F:27:7B:71:7F:1D:BC:B6:1D:65:55:13:0D:E0:CF:5D:38:2E:23 --common-name "ACME test server.
 CA certificate" --organisation "ACME corp" --email ca@acmecorp.com
eurephia::Certificates: Certificate registered successfully (certid 1)
user@host:~ $

If you have access to the certificate file you are about to register, you can have these two operations
done in one single step. In some situations however, you will not have access to the certificate file
available, which makes the two-step operation above the appropriate way.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm certs --add --depth 1 --certfile /etc/openvpn/ca.crt
eurephia::Certificates: Certificate registered successfully (certid 1)
user@host:~ $

7.3.2.1.1.1.1. Registering a user certificate
During Method A, two user accesses was registered. Lets add another user certificate, this time for Bill
Doe. Notice that we here explicit set certificate depth to 0 (zero).

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm certs --add --depth 0
 -D FF:D9:B8:9F:3F:28:3F:10:DE:A2:FF:C1:54:80:3B:CC:FA:BC:52:32 -C "Bill Doe" -O "Example
 Corp." -E bill.doe@example.com
eurephia::Certificates: Certificate registered successfully (certid 3)
user@host:~ $

We also want to register John Doe's certificate and we have his certificate available in PEM/DER
format. Also here it is needed to explicit set the certificate depth to zero.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm certs --add --depth 0 -f JohnDoe.crt
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eurephia::Certificates: Certificate registered successfully (certid 4)
user@host:~ $

If the certificate file would be available in PKCS#12 format, the command issued would be like this:

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm certs --add --pkcs12 --depth 0 -f JohnDoe.p12
PKCS12 password: .....
eurephia::Certificates: Certificate registered successfully (certid 4)
user@host:~ $

Regarding PKCS#12 certificates

You might or might not be asked for a password when registering PKCS#12 certificates. It
depends if the PKCS#12 certificate file is password protected or not. Anyhow, it is the assigned
certificate password belonging to this certificate which needs to be used if asked for.

7.3.2.2. Registering a user account

In the examples in the previous section, the user certificate for Bill Doe was registered and the
certificate ID 3 was assigned. Knowing this makes a single user account registration a fairly simple
task.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm users --add --username bill.doe
Password for user: 
Verify password for user: 
eurephia::Users: User registered successfully (user id 4)
user@host:~ $

The password being requested here is the password the user needs to use him/herself with during the
login authentication.

7.3.2.3. Registering a user-certificate link - finalising the user access
In the examples given for Bill Doe, certificate and user account are registered. But if Bill Doe tries
to log in, he will not succeed since it is not established any link between the user account and the
certificate. As mentioned earlier, there is no requirement that certificates and user accounts are in a
1-to-1 relation. And it is in this part of the registration process you can set up and use the flexibility of
many-to-many relations between user accounts and certificates. Now the usercerts eurephiadm
command will be used.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm usercerts --help
Available modes for the usercerts command are:

     -A | --add            Register a new certificate and user account link
     -D | --delete         Delete a certificate and user account link
     -S | --set-fwprofile  Sets the firewall access profile for a user-cert link 
     -l | --list           List all registered links
     -h | --help <mode>    Help about a specific mode

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm usercerts --help --add
The add mode will register a new link between a user account and a certificate.

     -c | --certid         Required - Certificate ID
     -i | --uid            Required - User account ID
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     -a | --accessprofile  Firewall profile ID to use for this access

user@host:~ $

You need to find the user id (uid) and the certificate id (certid) to create such a user-certificate link.
This is done easily by using the list mode of the users and certs commands.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm users --list
  ID Username             Activated        Deactivated      Last access     
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
   1 john.doe             2009-02-19 19:39 -                -
   2 norma.jones          -                -                -
   3 jane.doe             -                -                -
   4 bill.doe             -                -                -
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
user@host:~ $ eurephiadm certs --list
  ID (D) Common name                                              Organisation
         e-mail                                                     Registered
         Certificate SHA1 digest                                     
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   1 (1) ACME test server. CA certificate                            ACME corp
         ca@acmecorp.com                                   2009-02-19 22:01:32
         39:4F:27:7B:71:7F:1D:BC:B6:1D:65:55:13:0D:E0:CF:5D:38:2E:23 

   2 (0) Norma Jones                                             Example Corp.
         norma.jones@example.com                           2009-02-19 22:21:07
         C0:5D:7B:2D:4A:98:3F:00:01:02:F0:2F:54:80:3B:5A:FA:53:9B:34 
         
   3 (0) Bill Doe                                                Example Corp.
         bill.doe@example.com                              2009-02-19 22:24:29
         FF:D9:B8:9F:3F:28:3F:10:DE:A2:FF:C1:54:80:3B:CC:FA:BC:52:32          

   4 (0) John Doe                                                Example Corp.
         john.doe@example.com                              2009-02-19 22:25:09
         BE:2F:44:2A:92:38:00:24:FD:E1:C4:07:FD:CE:B2:A9:99:34:C1:29          
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
user@host:~ $

To create the needed user-certificate link for the user Bill Doe, the user id 4 and certificate id 3 needs
to be used.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm usercerts --add --certid 3 --uid 4
eurephia::UserCerts: User account and certificate link is registered (uicid 3)
user@host:~ $

To get an overview over all user-certificate links established, again there is a list mode available:

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm usercerts --list
 UICID - Registered
         U: [uid]    Username
         C: [certid] Common name/Organisation (cert.depth)
         A: [accessprofile] Access profile name
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
     1 - 2009-02-19 22:30:19
         U: [  2] norma.jones
         C: [  2] Norma Jones/Example Corp. (0)
         A: [   ] 

     2 - 2009-02-19 22:34:27
         U: [  3] jane.doe
         C: [  2] Norma Jones/Example Corp. (0)
         A: [   ] 
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     3 - 2009-02-19 22:42:08
         U: [  4] bill.doe
         C: [  3] Bill Doe/Example Corp. (0)
         A: [   ] 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
user@host:~ $

7.3.3. Activate and deactivate user accounts

Newly created user accounts will not work immediately after they have been created and a user-
certificate link has been established. In the examples in Registering a user-certificate link you might
have noticed that the "Activated" column for the example users was not set. To make these accounts
work, they must be activated, which is done through the users command in eurephiadm. Again, it is
a pretty straight forward process. In the example below, the three user accounts created through the
earlier examples will be activated.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm users --activate --username norma.jones
User account is activated
user@host:~ $ eurephiadm users --activate --username jane.doe
User account is activated
user@host:~ $ eurephiadm users --activate --username bill.doe
User account is activated
user@host:~ $

Now these accounts will be able to login, given that they use the proper certificate, the correct user
name and password. If you for some reason want to disable their access, you can do the same
command above, just replacing --activate with --deactivate. Since Jane Doe is using the same
certificate as Norma Jones, lets disable that account.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm users --deactivate --username jane.doe
User account is deactivated
user@host:~ $

7.4. Firewall profiles

In Chapter 5, Firewall integration, it was described how to prepare the firewall for eurephia. Two
firewall destinations were prepared for eurephia in the examples. This chapter will build on those
examples and also assign firewall profiles to the user accesses created in Section 7.3, “Registering
user accesses”

The eurephiadm fwprofiles command is used to configure the firewall access profiles.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm fwprofiles --help
Available modes for the fwprofiles command are:

     -A | --add          Add a new firewall profile
     -D | --delete       Delete a firewall profile
     -l | --list         List available firewall profiles
     -h | --help <mode>  Show help
user@host:~ $

7.4.1. Registering firewall access profiles
First, lets have a look at the help screen for the add mode.
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user@host:~ $ eurephiadm fwprofiles --help --add
The fwprofiles add mode will register a new firewall profile.

     -d | --description    <text> Description of the firewall destination/rule
     -f | --fw-destination <name> The reference used by the firewall module
user@host:~ $

In the previous examples in Chapter 5, Firewall integration, the firewall destinations vpn_intranet
and vpn_all_srv were prepared in the OS firewall. At the moment, eurephia does not know about
these destinations at all, so lets register them.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm fwprofiles --add --description "Access to only Intranet server" --
fw-destination vpn_intranet
eurephia::fwProfiles: Firewall profile registered with id 1
user@host:~ $ eurephiadm fwprofiles --add --description "Access to all network servers" --fw-
destination vpn_all_srv
eurephia::fwProfiles: Firewall profile registered with id 2
user@host:~ $ eurephiadm fwprofiles --list
   ID Firewall profile       Description                                Users
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    1 vpn_intranet           Access to only Intranet server                 0
    2 vpn_all_srv            Access to all network servers                  0
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
user@host:~ $

7.4.2. Assigning firewall profiles to user accesses
With eurephiadm you can assign firewall profiles both when adding a new user-certificate link and
modifying an existing user-certificate link.

7.4.2.1. Assigning when establishing a new user-certificate link
This is done by adding the --accessprofile option in addition to the --certid and --uid options when
establishing the user-certificate link. The --accessprofile option requires the numeric ID to the
corresponding firewall access profile we want to use.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm usercerts --help --add
The add mode will register a new link between a user account and a certificate.

     -c | --certid         Required - Certificate ID
     -i | --uid            Required - User accound ID
     -a | --accessprofile  Firewall profile ID to use for this access

user@host:~ $

Our user, John Doe, has not been setup with any user-certificate link yet, so lets do that. As he is the
administrator, lets give him full access via the vpn_all_srv firewall profile.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm usercerts --add --certid 4 --uid 1 --accessprofile 2
eurephia::UserCerts: Registered new user-cert link with id 4
user@host:~ $

7.4.2.2. Changing the firewall access profile on existing user-certificate
links
This is easily done by using the --set-fwprofile mode in the eurephiadm usercert command

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm usercerts --help --set-fwprofile
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The set-fwprofile mode will update the firewall access profile for a given user-cert link

Options: (both required)
     -n | --uicid          Unique record id of certificate and user account link
     -a | --accessprofile  Firewall profile ID

user@host:~ $

We need to have both the numeric ID of the unique ID referencing the user-certificate link (uicid) and
the ID to the firewall access profile we want to assign. As our user Norma Jones is the accountant and
Bill Doe is working in sale, we want to give them access to the intranet servers only.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm usercerts --set-fwprofile --uicid 1 --accessprofile 1
eurephia::UserCerts: Updated firewall access profile on 1 user-cert link.
user@host:~ $ eurephiadm usercerts --set-fwprofile --uicid 3 --accessprofile 1
eurephia::UserCerts: Updated firewall access profile on 1 user-cert link.
user@host:~ $

If you now do a new listing of all the user-certificate links, it should look something like this:

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm usercerts --list
 UICID - Registered
         U: [uid]    Username
         C: [certid] Common name/Organisation (cert.depth)
         A: [accessprofile] Access profile name
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
     1 - 2009-02-19 22:30:19
         U: [  2] norma.jones
         C: [  2] Norma Jones/Example Corp. (0)
         A: [  1] Access to only Intranet server

     2 - 2009-02-19 22:34:27
         U: [  3] jane.doe
         C: [  2] Norma Jones/Example Corp. (0)
         A: [   ] 

     3 - 2009-02-19 22:42:08
         U: [  4] bill.doe
         C: [  3] Bill Doe/Example Corp. (0)
         A: [  1] Access to only Intranet server

     4 - 2009-02-19 22:47:41
         U: [  1] john.doe
         C: [  4] John Doe/Example Corp. (0)
         A: [  2] Access to all network servers
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
user@host:~ $

Likewise, if you list out all the firewall profiles again, you will see that the usage count has changed.
We can also get a more verbose list to see which users are using the different firewall profiles.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm fwprofiles --list
   ID Firewall profile       Description                                Users
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    1 vpn_intranet           Access to only Intranet server                 2
    2 vpn_all_srv            Access to all network servers                  1
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
user@host:~ $ eurephiadm fwprofiles --list --verbose
   ID Firewall profile: Description                                           
      [uid] Username / Common name / Organisation                             
            email                                                    Registered
            [certid] Digest                                                    
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 *  1 vpn_intranet: Access to only Intranet server

      [   2] norma.jones / Norma Jones / Example Corp.                         
             norma.jones@example.com                       2009-02-19 22:21:07
             [2] C0:5D:7B:2D:4A:98:3F:00:01:02:F0:2F:54:80:3B:5A:FA:53:9B:34

      [   4] bill.doe / Bill Doe / Example Corp.                               
             bill.doe@example.com                          2009-02-19 22:24:29
             [3] FF:D9:B8:9F:3F:28:3F:10:DE:A2:FF:C1:54:80:3B:CC:FA:BC:52:32

 *  2 vpn_all_srv: Access to network servers

      [   1] john.doe / John Doe / Example Corp.                               
             john.doe@example.com                          2009-02-19 22:25:09
             [4] BE:2F:44:2A:92:38:00:24:FD:E1:C4:07:FD:CE:B2:A9:99:34:C1:29
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
user@host:~ $
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eurephiadm access management
In this tutorial, John Doe is the administrator and the one who has done all the operations. He is the
one who needed to authenticate himself with username and password, at least once during these
examples. When eurephia was initialised via the eurephia_init utility, it asked for username and
password for an administrator and it then granted access to all eurephiadm modules to this user. We
have added 3 more users and none of these three users have access to the eurephiadm utility. You
can allow each user account to be allowed to do some or all operations we have covered so far. To do
so, we need to have a look at the eurephiadm adminaccess command.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm adminaccess --help
User: john.doe
Password: ........
Available modes for the adminaccess command are:

     -G | --grant       Grant a specific access level to a user
     -R | --revoke      Revoke access levels
     -l | --list        List all granted access levels
     -h | --help <mode> Help about a specific mode

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm adminaccess --list
  [uid] Username                       Intf.    Access level
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   [  1] john.doe                       C       attempts
                                        C       blacklist
                                        C       certadmin
                                        C       config
                                        C       fwprofiles
                                        C       useradmin
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
user@host:~ $

Lets have a look at the different access levels we have available.

• attempts

This access level grants access to the attempts command. The attempts command can list, reset
or delete login attempts records in the database.

• blacklist

This is somewhat similar to the attempts access. It provides access to the blacklist command,
where you can list, add or delete blacklisted usernames, certificate digests or IP addresses.

• certadmin

This level is needed to use the certs command. This commands provides you access to list, add
or delete certificate information which eurephia plug-in will use during the authentication process.

• config

This level grants access to the config and show-config commands. The latter command will list
out both the eurephiadm config file and all configuration parameters in the database. The config
command is used to set or delete configuration parameters in the database.

• fwprofiles

This access level is needed to list, add or delete firewall profiles eurephia which may use.

• useradmin
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This provides access to the users and usercerts commands, which is used to create or delete
user accounts and link the user accounts together with a certificate and a firewall access profile.

You might have noticed the column "Intf" (Interface) in the listing above. At the moment, eurephia
only supports one interface, C which is used for console. The console interface is what eurephiadm
uses. In the future other interfaces will come, and you will then have a fine grained access control to
which administration features each user may use.

8.1. Granting admin access

Lets give Jane Doe access to administer the attempts and blacklist records in eurephia.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm adminaccess --grant --help
The grant mode will grant a user access to a specified access level.

     -i | --uid          User account ID
     -I | --interface    Grant access through which interface (default 'C')
     -a | --access-level Grant access which access level

user@host:~ $

When listing all the user accounts (eurephiadm users --list), we can see that Jane have the
user ID 3. The default interface will be set to 'C', which also is the only supported interface, so we will
ignore that argument for now. And the last option we need to know is the access levels we want to
grant.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm adminaccess --grant --uid 3 -a attempts
eurephia::UserAdmin: Access level granted

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm adminaccess --grant --uid 3 -a blacklist
eurephia::UserAdmin: Access level granted

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm adminaccess --list
  [uid] Username                       Intf.    Access level
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   [  1] john.doe                       C       attempts
                                        C       blacklist
                                        C       certadmin
                                        C       config
                                        C       fwprofiles
                                        C       useradmin

   [  3] jane.doe                       C       attempts
                                        C       blacklist
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
user@host:~ $

8.2. Revoking admin access

After considering the access just granted to Jane Doe, John re-decides and just want to give her
access to the attempts command and not the blacklist command.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm adminaccess --revoke --uid 3 -a blacklist
eurephia::UserAdmin: Access level revoked

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm adminaccess --list
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 [uid] Username                       Intf.    Access level
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   [  1] john.doe                       C       attempts
                                        C       blacklist
                                        C       certadmin
                                        C       config
                                        C       fwprofiles
                                        C       useradmin

   [  3] jane.doe                       C       attempts
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
user@host:~ $
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Appendix A. Configuration variables
All configuration variables eurephia uses are stored in the database. These variables are can be
reviewed and modified by using the eurephiadm config command.

A.1. Inspecting and editing configuration variables

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm config --help
eurephiadm::config - Edit eurephia configuration

  The config command let you add, change or delete
  configuration parameters in the eurephia database
  in an easy way.  To be allowed to do so, you must
  have been granted 'config' access.

  The following arguments are accepted:
        -l | --list                   List all parameters in db
        -s | --set <key> <value>      Add/change a parameter.
        -D | --delete <key>           Remove the parameter.

  If no arguments is given, you can give a key name, and the
  associated value will be printed.

        eurephiadm config <key>

  The command will exit with exit code 0 on success.

user@host:~ $

A.1.1. Show the current configuration
Use the eurephiadm config --list command to show all configuration variables in the
database.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm config --list
** eurephia configuration settings (set in database) **
----------------------------------------------------------------------
passwordhash_salt_length = 32
passwordhash_rounds_min = 22000
passwordhash_rounds_max = 45000
eurephiadmin_autologout = 10
allow_username_attempts = 3
allow_cert_attempts = 5
allow_ipaddr_attempts = 10
firewall_interface = /tmp/opt/eurephia/lib/eurephia/efw-iptables.so
firewall_command = /sbin/iptables
firewall_destination = vpn_users
firewall_blacklist_destination = vpn_blacklist
----------------------------------------------------------------------

user@host:~ $

It is also possible to show only one variable directly by specifying the variable name:

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm config firewall_destination
vpn_users
user@host:~ $
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A.1.2. Add or modify a configuration variable
By using the --set mode you will either create a new configuration variable or modify an existing one
to the value you define.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm config --list | grep config_option
user@host:~ $ eurephiadm config --set config_option test123
eurephiadm::config: Configuration key 'config_option' was set to 'test123'
user@host:~ $ eurephiadm config --list | grep config_option
config_option = test123
user@host:~ $ eurephiadm config --set config_option 123test
eurephiadm::config: Configuration key 'config_option' was set to '123test'
user@host:~ $ eurephiadm config config_option
123test
user@host:~ $

A.1.3. Delete a configuration variable
Use the --delete mode you will completely remove an existing configuration variable.

user@host:~ $ eurephiadm config --delete config_option
eurephiadm::config: Configuration key 'config_option' was deleted
user@host:~ $ eurephiadm config --list | grep config_option
user@host:~ $

A.2. Generic configuration variables
These settings is used by all the different eurephia modules, like the eurephia-auth OpenVPN
plug-in or the eurephiadm command.

A.2.1. Password hash
These variables are related to the password hash configuration. All of them must be set, but they can
be changed over time without affecting the functionality of the already stored passwords.

These parameters are the first to be set when eurephia_init is run. The minimum and maximum
hash rounds are bechmarked for you with this tool to find more suitable numbers for the hardware
eurephia will be running on.

A.2.1.1. passwordhash_salt_length

Sets number of bytes to use for the password hash salt. The purpose is the salt is to make sure the
password hash is different even if some users use the same password.

A.2.1.2. passwordhash_rounds_min

Sets the minimum number of hashing rounds to perform when calculating new password hashes. See
Section 4.3.1.1, “Why these minimum/maximum values?” for more information.

A.2.1.3. passwordhash_rounds_max

Sets the maximum number of hashing rounds to perform when calculating new password hashes. See
Section 4.3.1.1, “Why these minimum/maximum values?” for more information.
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A.2.2. Attempts settings
It is possible to blacklist user names, certificates and IP addresses based on number of failed
attempts. The following parameters defines the limits of how many attempts you are willing to allow
before blacklisting them. These settings are also described in Section 4.3.4, “Failed attempts limits”.

A.2.2.1. allow_cert_attempts

Defines the number of attempts of failed login attempts you allow before you will
blacklist the OpenVPN clients cerrtificate. This number should normally be higher than
allow_username_attempts. Default is 5.

A.2.2.2. allow_username_attempts

Defines the number of failed ttempts for a user name can be tried before you will blacklist the user
name from further attempts. Default is 3.

A.2.2.3. allow_ipaddr_attempts

Defines the number of failed attempts for an IP address to be used before you will blacklist the IP
address from further attempts. This one should be the least strictest limit. You also need to consider
if your clients will log in via a proxy or NATed network and how many of your clients will do so. If you
experience many users failing to log on and more of them are behind the same proxy or NAT gateway,
this may blacklist the IP address quicker than intended. But if among many failing attempts a valid
authentication happens, the attempts counter will be reset again, so this limit do not need to be too
forgiving. Default is 10.

A.3. eurephia-auth OpenVPN plug-in

A.3.1. Firewall integration
If you are running the OpenVPN server with eurephia on a Linux server, it is possible to let eurephia
interact with the firewall as well. These settings will enable the firewall integration and tell eurephia
how to interact with the firewall. The firewall module must be enabled at compile time and be installed
to work. For more information, see Chapter 5, Firewall integration.

A.3.1.1. firewall_interface

This is the variable which enables firewall integration. This variable must point at the firewall driver,
which is a shared object file which eurephia will load dynamically. These drivers are prefixed efw and
will be found in the same lib or lib64 directory as the edb-sqlite module. The variable must
contain the full path to the firewall interface module.

A.3.1.2. firewall_command

This defines the binary the firewall module will execute to help update the firewall. For iptables this
defaults to /sbin/iptables.
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A.3.1.3. firewall_destination

Defines which predefined firewall rule to use when updating the firewall. The default value is
vpn_users.

A.3.1.4. firewall_blacklist_destination

This activates firewall based IP address blacklisting in addition to the internal blacklist in eurephia.
This variable defines which firewall rule to use when wanting to blacklist an IP address. For the firewall
based blacklist feature, see Section 5.1.1, “Preparing for firewall based blacklisting”.

A.3.1.5. firewall_blacklist_send_to

This is an optional parameter. Normally when eurephia blacklists an IP address it will default to drop
the network packets from that client. You can use this variable to send it to a different firewall target.
This is useful if you to, for example, log the incident to the system log before dropping the packets. For
the firewall based blacklist feature, see Section 5.1.1, “Preparing for firewall based blacklisting”.

A.4. eurphia utilities

A.4.1. eurephiadmin_autologout

This defines how long a eurephia administration utility may have an open session before it is
considered inactive. When exceeding this limit, the administrator user will be out automatically. The
unit for this setting is minutes and the default value is 10.

A.4.2. eurephiadm_xslt_path

The eurephiadm utility uses XSLT templates for generating the output to the screen. This variable
gives you the possibility to have your own set of templates in a different directory instead of using the
system wide XSLT templates installed by default. This variable is not set by default.
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